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Oria Kastro, an insular medieval settlement and fortress on Kythnos

An architectural, archaeological and historical investigation
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layer of rammed earth
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earth and lime mortar mix

throughstone (header)
**DRYSTONE WALL:**

- local roughly hewn rubble stone (gneiss shale)
- pinnings (small flat stones /pottery sherds) for coursing & stability

**BONDED WALL:**

- local roughly hewn rubble stone (gneiss shale)
- bonding material (earth, clay and/or lime mortar)
CISTERN WALL:

- local roughly hewn rubble stone (gneiss shale)
- off-white lime mortar
- bonding material (earth, clay and/or lime mortar)
- hydraulic mortar with brick inclusions (kourasani)
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a-a’ cross section

- pink hydraulic mortar with brick inclusions (kourasani)
- off-white lime mortar with sea sand inclusions
- local rubble stone (gneis shale)
- off-white lime mortar with sea sand inclusions

Step, possibly for cleaning the cistern

SURVEY OF INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS

PLAN NUMBER B20

CISTERN (c2) - a-a’ cross section & wall detail
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SURVEY OF INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS

PLAN NUMBER

B22

BUILDING WITH COLUMNS (36) - cross sections
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a) sanctuary conch window

- local rubble stone (gneis shale)
- marble lintel with carved pointed arch
- remains of external rendering (off-white lime mortar)
- dressed marble block

b) south buttressing arch pilaster

- roughly cut voussoirs bonded with lime mortar
- local rubble stone (gneis shale)
- remains of internal rendering

Scale: 1:10
TWIN CHURCH TOWARDS THE PORT (ch17, ch18)  
_floor plan
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